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                FinecoBank aims at sponsoring Manchester United
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                Ac Milan launches its official Twitch channel
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                Roma and Milan on Qatar’s radar
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                FC Bayern Munich announces record turnover in 2017-2018
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                AC Milan owner Singer on Forbes 400 wealthiest American list
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                North Sixth Group acquires ownership interest in SS Campobasso
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                Serie A, Luigi De Siervo is the new chief executive officer
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                Baseball Hall of Famer Mike Piazza: My difficult struggles as CEO of an Italian soccer club
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                Elliott takes control of AC Milan and announces significant capital injection
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                Serie B 2018 Playoffs
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                Milan Club Montreal launches a FIFA 21 esports tournament
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                Mediapro acquires suite of Canadian soccer rights in landmark ten year deal
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                FloSports acquires exclusive Coppa Italia and Supercoppa rights in Canada
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                ESPN acquires Coppa Italia and Supercoppa rights
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                TLN Media Group Acquires Canadian TV Rights to Serie A
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                Serie A Stadiums 2019-20
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                Milan and Inter To Discuss San Siro’s Future
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                KPMG: Bundesliga has highest average attendances in Europe’s big 5 leagues again
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                Atalanta complete purchase of Stadio Atleti Azzurri d’Italia
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                James Pallotta: I will sell up if we don’t receive approval for Stadio della Roma
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                Zytara becomes partner of Inter in €85M deal
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                Amazon is the new sleeve sponsor of SSC Napoli
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                Adidas and Juventus agree official partnership extension until 2027
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                Juventus most loved club, Inter most hated
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                Arsenal sign new kit deal with Adidas
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            Lega Serie A enters with TIM in the metaverse
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            Premier League: 81% of players have had at least one COVID-19...
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            PIF acquires Newcastle United Football Club
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            All the details on Espai Barça and its financing
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            Ranking Fifa: Brazil close on Belgium and France, Italy climb
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